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Terrorism, Manufacturing Contempt: An Anthology by Farah Every story in the anthology has been specifically designed to be illegal under law. Manufacturing Contempt: An Anthology of Original Science Fiction Glorifying terrorism: an anthology of original science fiction. Glorifying Terrorism, an sf anthology of original stories edited by sf critic Farah.
Glorifying Terrorism is a 2007 science fiction anthology edited by Farah Mendlesohn, which was compiled in direct response to the Terrorism Act 2006. Every story in the anthology has been specifically designed to be illegal under the Act's prohibition on any publication indirectly encouraging the co. Science fiction is a genre of speculative fiction, typically dealing with imaginative and futuristic concepts such as advanced science and technology, space exploration, time travel, and extraterrestrial life. Science fiction often explores the potential consequences of scientific and other innovations, and has been called a "literature of ideas." In book publishing, an anthology is a collection of literary works chosen by the compiler.